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Question 1

Student Response



Commentary

This candidate has correctly answered parts (a) and (b). In part (c) the probability that Arlene
will arrive after 8.30pm is calculated ignoring the fact that it is already known that she has not
arrived by 8.20pm. This was a common error.

Mark scheme

Question 2
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Student Response



Commentary

This candidate has the right idea in comparing the range (although called spread ) with the
claimed standard deviation. However there is nothing surprising in the range of a sample of
eight exceeding three standard deviations. Four standard deviations is more unlikely but six
would have made Leonidas's statement clearly appropriate.

In part (b) the candidate has calculated a 95% confidence interval instead of 90% as
requested but is otherwise correct.

Part (c) is correct.

In Part (d) the candidate has correctly chosen to use the t-distribution and has obtained the
answer directly from a calculator. This received full marks but some candidates who showed
no working wrote down an incorrect answer and received no marks.

In part (e) the candidate ignores the fact that the confidence interval refers to the mean and
Helen's statement refers to individual jars.
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Student Response

Commentary

The frequency distribution is correct as is the calculation. However the candidate has used
the wrong degrees of freedom and the wrong significance level for their critical value.

In part (c) it is correctly suggested that Olan should modify the order but no suggestion is
made as to how it should be modified.



Mark Scheme
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Question 4

Student Response



Commentary

The candidate has correctly answered parts (a) and (b).

In part (c) despite realising that a normal approximation with standard deviation /n is
needed there is no progress towards using it. This part totally defeated many candidates.

Mark Scheme
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Question 5



Student Response
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Commentary

This candidate has attempted part (b) first but has incorrectly identified the alternative
hypothesis as being that the mean breaking strength of premium fishing line is more than 5kg
greater than that of standard fishing line. No working is shown for the test statistic which is
incorrect - hence no marks. One mark has been picked up for a numerically correct critical
value.

In part (a) accuracy marks have been lost due to premature approximation. Marks are also
lost due to only considering the upper tail of a two-sided test.

A good answer to part (c) but accuracy marks have again been lost. In part (d) the apparent
contradiction between the conclusions to parts (a) and (c) is identified but possible reasons
are not identified.

Mark Scheme
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